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SUMMARY
, This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.

This inspection of a human drug manufacturer was conducted in response to FACTS Assignment ID
# 976293, Operation ID # 3853339 as part of the PG 9M FY'09 Drug performance goal under Tier 1
high risk inspectional systeITl. This inspection was conducted in accordance with. C.P. 7356.002,
Drug Manufacturing Inspections. In addition, the DQRS' s were covered during this inspection
under C.P. 7356.021, Drug Quality Reporting System NDA Field Alert Reporting.
\
\

The previous 2/11-15 and 19/08 inspection resulted in the issuance of the Form FDA-483,
Inspectional Observations, for the following cGMP deficiencies: incomplete investigations into
complaints and manufacturing deviations and formal investigation into a complaint was not initiated.
The following deficiency was verbally discussed with management: lack of (ldequate number of
employees trained to perform complaint investigations in a timely manner. A Form FDA-483,
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Inspectional Observations, was issued to the firm and the inspection was classified
. Corrections k:, 2.,
from the previous inspection were verified during the current establishment inspection.
The current inspection revealed the following deficiencies, which were documented on the Form
FDA-483, Inspectional Observations: incomplete investigations into contamination of raw material
~ and manufacturing deviations and formal investigation into a complaint were not
mitiated. The firm's management promised corrections. Quality and Laboratory systems were
assessed. The inspection focused on quality activities associated with Children's Motrin Suspension,
Zyrtec Sugar-Free Syrup Bubblegum Flavor and Benadryl Allergy and Cold KapGels. No refusals
were encountered during this inspection. Documentmy sample # 536243 was collected to document
the interstate movement of Tylenol Infants' Drop Dye Free Cherry Suspension, Lot #~,
End Investigator 'Whetstone

ADMJiN][STRATWE DATA

Inspected firm:
Location:
Phone:
FAX:
Mailing address:

Dates of inspection:
Days in the facility:
Participants:

McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Div ofMcNeil-PPC, Inc.
7050 Camp Hill Road
Fort Washington, PA 19034
215-273-7000
(215)273-4124
7050 Camp Hill Rd
Fort Washington, PA 19034
5/19/2009,5/20/2009,5/21/2009,5/22/2009, 5/26/2009, 5/27/2009,
5/28/2009,5/29/2009,6/4/2009
9
Vlada Matusovsky, Investigator
Hala L. J. Whetstone, Investigator
Linda M. Hoover, Investigator
George Pyramides, Chemist

This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.
This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.

Investigators Matusovsky, Whetstone, Chemist Pyramides and I (Investigator Hoover) issued a Form
FDA-482, Notice ofInspection and presented credentials on 5/19/09 to Lawrence R. Constable, Vice
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President of Manufacturing, North American OTC who identified himself as the most responsible
corporate official on-site at the initiation of the inspection. Jerome J. Hayes, Associate Director of
Quality, Paul-Michel DiPaolo, Senior Director of QA, and Pragnesh DesaI, Team Leader QA, were
also present. All FDA representatives were present at the firm for the duration of the inspection
except for Investigator Matusovsky who was absent on 5/22/09.
Gaston G. Barna, Director of Plant Operations, arrived later on 5119/09 and identified himself as the
most responsible person for the FOlt Washington (FW) site. Both Mr. Constable and Mr. Ballla
were present for all days of the inspection.

Mr. Constable stated that Peter B. Luther, President of McNeil Consumer Healthcare, who is the
most responsible individual for McNeil Consumer Healthcare, whose office is also located at the FW
facility, was off-site at the time of the issuance of the Form FDA-482, Notice of Inspection. Mr.
Luther introduced himself on 5120109.
Correspondence should be sent to Timothy Bauer, Fort Washington (FW) Quality Site Leader, at the
above address. He initiates the process for handling all correspondence received according to their
QA Internal Distribution protocol.
On 6/4/09, the Form FDA-483, Inspectional Observations, was issued to Mr. Luther. Also present
were Mr. Constable, Mr. Barna, Mr. Bauer, Mr. Hayes, Mr. DiPaolo, Maria Nieradka, Vice
President, North American Supply Chain for: McNeil, and Robert Miller, Ph. D., VP, Global QA
OTC. Representing the FDA were Investigators Matusovsky, Whetstone, Hoover, and Chemist
Pyramides.
The firm's hours of operations are as listed below:
8:00 am 5:00 pm
Monday - Friday
Hours of Business:
Production: 7 days a week .ove

,I.'
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According to Mr. Barna, there are currently a total o~roximately
mployees at the FW site
(manufacturing plant and Corporate HQ), includingfllllllFW Plant manufacturing and QA employees
(with plans to reduce this latter number to approximatel~n the near future). Exhibit LMH-1
represents a breakdown of the "FOli Washington Plant Headcount."
According to Mr. Barua, the breakdown of managers is as listed below:
Team Leaders
anager
Manufacture of Liquids:
Solid Dose Processing
Team Leaders
Solid Dose Packaging:
Team Leaders
Planning / Warehouse:
Leaders
bLf
Maintenance:
aint Mgrs
b If
QA (not labs):
Team Leaders
QC Analytical Lab:
Team Leaders
Microbiology Lab:
Team Leader
b~

t71

ba./

b'-}

bl-/
b4

Robert Jerez, QA Manager, Compliance provided a copy of the current drug registration FEI #
2510184/ ID # 002347102 in the form of a printout from electronic submission entitled "Drug Firm
Annual Registration Status" which shows "Current Registration Year" of2009 (Exhibit LMH-2).
According to Mr. Barna, the annual volume of sales for this plant is approximateI
2008 but he expects a lesser amount for 2009 due to the recent economic downturn.
'.~

End Investigator Hoover.

mSTORY
This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.
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Mr. Barna confrrmed that the history of the firm documented during the previous 0212008 inspection
is accurate and complete. As was reported in the 02/2008 establishment inspection report, McNeil
Consumer Healthcare, Division of McNeil- PPC, Inc., can trace it's origins to the storefront
pharmacy Robert McNeil opened in the Kensington section of Philadelphia in 1879. In 1904, Robert
McNeil's oilly son, Robert Lincoln McNeil, joined the family business. Under his management, the
business shifted away from retail operations and into the expanding pharmaceutical market. In 1933,
the drug store was incorporated as McNeil Laboratories, Inc. This new corporation specialized in
the direct marketing of prescription pharmaceuticals to doctors and hospitals. By the early 1950's, I
McNeil Laboratories had become a national company, employing more than
eople and
10
manufacturing more than 75 products.
In 1955, McNeil Laboratories introduced aspirin-free prescription analgesic - TYLENOL Elixir for
children.
In 1959, McNeil Laboratories was acquired by Jolmson & Johnson. Soon after the acquisition,
McNeil moved to its present location, a 113-acre site in Fort Washington, PA.
In 1978, the company was divided into two separate organizations; McNeil Consumer Products
Company, to provide OTC products for retail sales, and McNeil Pharmaceuticals? now part of Ortho
McNeil Pharmaceutical Corporation to market prescription drugs.
On 6/26/06, Johnson & Johnson publicly announced it's acquisition of Pfizer PHC (pharmaceutical
Healthcare) Division.
McNeil consumer Healthcare, is a diversified OTC company, augmenting the firm's base business of
TYLENOL with a cold and sinus line of products, a gastrointestinal line, including IMODIUM, as
well as MOTRIN. They no longer market the ADHD.focused CONCENTRA as McNeil Consumer
Healthcare now reports to the Consumer Sector and has pulled away from the pharmaceutical sector.
According to Mr. Constable there are several McNeil facilities in addition to FW which include
those McNeil Consumer Healthcare facilities located in Lancaster, PA, Las Piedras, Puerto Rico, and
Guelph, Ontario, Canada. Exhibit LMH-3 represents the addresses of the firm's related facilities as
"McNeil Companies".
McNeil Consumer Healthcare Headquarters facility is located at the FW site.
McNeil Consumer Healthcare is one of the many Johnson & Johnson companies that handles
consumer healthcare products. The Johnson & Johnson Worldwide Corporate Headquarters facility
is located in New Brunswick, NJ and Johnson & Johnson Consumer Products, Inc., Headquarters is
located in Skillman, NJ. Exhibit LMH-3 represents a list of Johnson & Johnson Corporate and
Consumer Sector Office locations. According to Mr. Barna, Johnson & Johnson owns
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approxirnatel.companies in several countries. Exhibit LMH-4 represents the "Subsidiaries".
Exhibit LMH-5 represents the "List of countries where McNeil Consumer Healthcare does business"
of which some are "sales only" and do not manufacture.

bf

According to Mr. Barna there have been no changes to the firm's history of business since the
2/2008 inspection except for the organizational changes within McNeil Consumer Healthcare,
Division of McNeil-PPC, Inc. and the completion of the addition of the Pfizer PHC products which
were implemented in approximately 12/06.
End Investigator Hoover.

JINTERSTATE COMMERCE
This section ofthe report was written

by Investigator Hoover.

According to Mr. Barna, app~mately
of the firm's products go to a Distribution Center
'04
outside of Pennsylvania and"'go to a Distribution Center within Pennsylvania. He stated that, lot/-
including the pro ucts that are distributed from the Pennsylvania Distribution Center to other states,
approximately
of the firm's products are sold outside of Pennsylvania.
. ibV--

the_

Mr. BWUa confirmed that all of the products manufactured at the FW Plant are transported to the offs i t e .Warehouse" l.ocated in Fort Washington, PA. From
Warehouse the products are
shipped to the firm's
istribution sites located in Tobyhanna, PA, Olive Branch, MS, and
Fontana CA. Mr. Barna provided a list of the addresses of the "Distribution Centers and
W.arehouse" hand wrote this title across the top of the page (Exhibit LMH-7)

I\:-"r

7"

b

.J

End Investigator Hoover.

JURISDICTION
This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.

Exhibit LMH-8 represents a list of the products m
actured and / or packaged at the FW plant.
Mr. Barna provided the list, calling it the
and stated that '-represents the
finished good code which can be cross-referenced with t h e ' - " According to Mr. Barna,
all of the products produced by the firm are OTC pharmaceuticals with the exception of Flexeril 5
mg and 10 mg tablets which is the only prescriptio~his product was acquired by the
McNeil FW facility from another company under..-.a(J&J PRD NDA). Exhibit LMH-9
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represents a "List ofNDA/ANDA that tie in Fort Washington" with product descriptions and FW
responsibility.
Exhibit LMH-10 represents a list of ''New Product Launches" for 2009.
Exhibits LMH-11, LMH-12, and LMH-13 represent labeling for the products listed below,
respectively. These are examples oflabels of McNeil Healthcare products. The labels were defaced
by Mr. Barna, according to their protocol.
(')
@

@

Children's Motrin, Oral Suspension, 100 mg per 5 ml, 4 Fl. Oz., Berry Flavor.
Benadryl, Severe Allergy Plus, Sinus Headache, 20 caplets.
Children's Zyrtec Allergy, 1 mg 1 ml oral solution, 4 FI. Oz., Bubble Gum Syrup

End Investigator Hoover.

lINDMDUAL :RlESPONSnUJLJITY AND PERSONS INTERVIEWED
This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.

Exhibit LMH-14 represents the firm's Organizational Charts. They were provided by Mr. Barna
who highlighted specific personnel to demonstrate relationships. These Organizational Charts
include Corporate Officers, McNeil Consumer Healthcare Management Board Members, and .
Johnson & Johnson Board of Directors Members.
According to Mr. Barua there have been some changes within the McNeil and Johnson & Johnson
structural management organization. Exhibit LMH-15 lists the "Management Changes after
February 2008".
According to Peter B. Luther, President of McNeil Consumer Healthcare, on 5/20109, he is the most
responsible official on-site representing McNeil Consumer Healthcare Corporate Division. He
confirmed that he has an ultimate responsibility for manufacturing, sales, and marketing of the firm's
products produced at all of the McNeil Consumer Healthcare sites, including FW. Mr. Luther
reports to Marc Robinson, Company Group Chairman, Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Robinson reports
to Colleen Goggins, World Wide Chairman, Consumer Group of Companies. Ms. Goggins reports
to William C. Weldon, CEO and Chairman of the Board, Johnson & Johnson, who is the most
responsible individual for Johnson & Johnson Corporation. Mr. Luther's office is located at the FW
site. Ms. Goggins', Mr. Robinson's and Mr. Weldon's offices are located at the Johnson & Johnson
Corporate Headquarters.
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According to Maria Nieradka, Vice President, North American Supply Chain for McNeil, who
introduced herself on 5/26/09, she was out of'the country at the time of the initiation of this
inspection. She stated she is responsible for the oversight of manufacturing, financial planning,
contact manufacturing, strategic planning, facilities and engineering groups at the McNeil Consumer
Healthcare sites, including FW. She stated she is also responsible for supply and demand planning.
Ms. Nieradka reports to Mr. Luther.' She stated that she is part of Mr. Luther's Management Board.
According to Mi. Constable, he is responsible for overall oversight of all manufacturing for all sites
in North America which include Fort Washington, PA, Lancaster, PA, Las Piedras, PR, and Guelph,
Canada. He is responsible for all manufacturing activities.they pertain to the North American
network. He is also the manufacturing liaison to the Management Board and the most responsible
operations leader for all manufacturing within the network. He reports to Ms. Nieradka.

FW Phmt Operanons
According to Mr. Barua, he is the most responsible individual and top executive of the FW
Operations. He is ultimately responsible for all day-to-day operations of the plant, hiring and firing
of the firm's employees, and making decisions on major fmancial expenditures, plant engineering,
maintenance, labor regulations and regulatory compliance. He is responsible for coordinating
manufacturing activities with QA, Finance, Planning and Purchasing / Scheduling groups to ensure
control and proper reporting. He leads the tactical and strategic site specific activities. Mr. Barna
reports to Mr. Constable.
According to Mr. Barna, the personnel responsible for the production lines are the Team Leaders for
each line; the Liquid train and the Solid train. The Team Leaders supervise all employees and
activities in their work center to ensure compliance with GMPs, safety, environmental and quality
standards, production schedules, labor relations, and employee performance. The Team Leaders
report to Mr. Barna. Group Leaders report to the Team Leaders. Group Leaders aid in resolving any
technical related issues related to the manufacture of the product to ensure meeting the daily
production schedules under the GMP guidelines.
According to Robert Washington, Manager, Process Excellence & Project Management, he is
responsible for identifying, delivering and managing process performance improvements and all
Process Excellence projects across the plant, oversight of process design, change management,
business case definition, and program communications, working with multiple business units to
identify key business requirements 1drivers and develop innovative solutions through the use of
Process Excellence methodologies and tools and developing Process Excellence capabilities within
the FW plant on all functional teams. Mr. Washington is responsible for managing individual
project managers including overall project team activities 1 priorities, development of scope /
objectives, delivering and tracking critical milestones, facilitating team decisions and ensuring
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individual accountabilities as well as issue resolution and risk management. Mr. Washington reports
to Mr. Barna.
According to Brian Lipsitz, he was the Interim Manager, Process Excellence & Project Management
with the above-described responsibilities during the inspection of 0212008 and is currently a Project
Manager in Projects Operations.
According to James W. Moore, Manager, Solid Dose Processing, he is responsible for managing the
Solid Dose Processing operations for Chemical Weighing, Granulation, Compression, Coating, and
Printing in the FW plant. He also develops goals and strategies for improvement of safety,
compliance, cost and human development. Mr. Moore reports to Lauren Kruse.
According to Mr. Barua, Michael Faughy, Manager, Solid Dose Processing during the 2/2008
establishment inspection, transferred to engineering.
According to Lauren Kruse (a.k.a. Lauren Kruse-Kedziersld) Solid Dose Business Unit Manager,
(formerly the Solid Dose Packaging Manager) she is responsible for managing the operations of the
Solid Dose Processing and Packaging areas in the FW plant, which includes the bottling, blistering,
pouching, granulation, compression, coating~ printing, and geldipping technologies. Ms. Kruse
reports to Mr. Barna.
According to Douglas P. BuddIe, Solid Dose Packaging and Geldip Manager, he is responsible for
managing the operations of the Solid Dose, Geldipping, and Packaging areas in the FW Plant, which
includes the bottling, blistering, and pouching technologies. He develops goals and strategies for
improvement of safety, compliance, cost, and human resources. He partners with Quality
Engineering, Planning, and Human Resources to develop and execute the strategies for the Solid
Dose and Packaging areas of the FW plant. During the 2/2008 establishment inspection, Mr. BuddIe
was Acting Business Unit Manager, Liquids Manufacturing while Sipra Bond was on leave. Mr.
BuddIe reports to Ms. Kruse.
According to Sipra Bond, Business Unit Manager Liquid Manufacturing, she is responsible for
managing the operations of the Liquids, Mixing, and Packaging areas in the FW Plant. She develops
goals and strategies for improvement of safety, compliance, cost, and human resources. She partners
with Quality Engineering, Planning, and Human Resources to develop and execute the strategies for
the Liquid Manufacturing, Mixing, and Packaging areas of the FW plant. Ms. Bond reports to Ms.
Kruse.
According to Juan Carlos Lugo, FW Product Supply Manager, he is responsible for managing
production planning, scheduling, and procurement of materials for Liquid and Solid products
manufactured at the FW Plant. Mr. Lugo heads the Supply Planning Organization which is in charge
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of ordering raw materials and ingredients. He receives the specifications for the raw materials and
ingredients from QA, based on R&D and Pharmaceutical Technology. His primary responsibility is
to ensure product continuity for the firm's customers. Mr. Lugo sets strategic direction for
employees in his area and provides development opportunities for his direct reports. He is
responsible for compliance, safety, cost, and customer sentice goals. Mr. Lugo reports to Mr. Barna.
He also reports to Hakan Erdarnir, Product Supply Director, who reports to Ms. Nieradka. (During
the 2/2008 establishment inspection, Hakan Erdamir's position was held by Rick Olsen who is now
in charge of the SAP System, as Director of Supply Chain Access and Reporting (National).
According to Robeli Wilkerson, Warehousing Operations Manager, he is responsible for managing
the operations of the Warehouse in the FW plant, as well as the G&A satellite warehouse, including
the receipt, inspection, storage, and removal of raw materials including chemicals and components,
and the movement of finished goods from the FW plant to the G&A warehouse facility. If rejected
materials are to be destroyed, Mr. Wilkerson witnesses the destruction of the materials after the
Destruction Order is approved by QA. In addition, Mr. Wilkerson manages the operations that
coordinate the movement of finished goods from the G&A warehouse to the approved Johnson &
Johnson distribution centers. Mr. Wilkerson reports to Juan Carlos Lugo.
According to Holly Bolan, Plant Engineering Manager, she is responsible for managing the facilities
of the FW Site including the FW Manufacturing Maintenance Department and Maintenance
Engineering. She oversees the areas of housekeeping, grounds maintenance, site security and
utilities, mail services, air handling system, and central copying centers at the FW site. In addition,
Ms. Bolan provides support to the environment compliance group. She develops goals and strategies
for improvement of safety, compliance, and human development. Ms. Bolan reports to Mr. Barna.
FW Qunanity Operations
According to Robert Miller, Ph. D., VP, Global QA OTC, he is responsible for setting the
company's strategy and establishing global compliance priorities. Dr. Miller oversees the
development of policies and requirements for quality systems and processes in order to ensure GMP
compliance. He has global quality oversight of the McNeil OTC manufacturing plants located in
Fort Washington, PA, Lancaster, PA, and Las Piedras, PRo Dr. Miller provides direction, insight,
and expectations to senior company management related to emerging compliance trends and issues
and malces recommendations on their resolution. He stated that he is responsible for the release of
products for distribution. Dr. Miller reports to Peter Luther.
According to Paul-Michel DiPaolo, Senior Director, QA, OTC, USIPR, he is responsible for the
oversight of QA/QC activities at US and Puerto Rico manufacturing sites and other sites outside of
the U. S. He ensures that site personnel are adequately trained and versed in regulatory
requirements. Mr. DiPaolo provides guidance to the Site Quality Leaders and assists them in
developing and maintaining quality systems and processes to optimize GMP Regulatory
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Compliance. He is responsible for ensuring continuous enhancement of existing quality compliance
systems and communicating of the GMP regulatory concerns to the firm's management. Mr.
DiPaolo reports to Dr. Miller.
According to Timothy Bauer, Quality Site Leader, he is responsible for the administration of the QA
functions at the FW facility. These functions include testing of all components, packaging materials,
labeling, in-process materials, bulk and finished products. He is responsible for the maintenance of
test records, batch records and specifications, reviewing and approving of SOPs, oversight of cGMP
training and periodic contact with Regulatory agencies. Mr. Bauer also coordinates department
programs where cooperation between departments is required. He represents the firm externally in
matters relating to quality and compliance. Mr. Bauer reports to Mr. DiPaolo.
According to Jerome Hayes, Associate Director of QA, he is responsible for the QA support
functions for the Solid Dosage and Liquid Operations, which entails review and coordination of the
initiation and closure of QN (Quality Notification) Investigations, development of SOPs,
implementation / enhancement of quality systems and leading of Quality Personnel that support the
plant operations. He is in charge of day to day operational oversight for Quality issues and is an
alternate Site Leader for Quality. Mr. Hayes is also a site contact for the DEA. He reports to Mr.
Bauer.
According to Edward Chan, QA Manager, Validation, he is responsible for managing the Validation
Services Department, Quality Systems, Change Control, training (overseeing ComplianceWire
computerized training system), Complaint Systems, and Annual Product Review Compilation in the
FW plant. He manages the group responsible for review and approval of all validation and
qualification documents for the FW site from a quality perspective. This includes all process
validations, equipment qualification, facilities / utilities qualification and cleaning validation. He
develops goals and strategies for improvement validation activities, compliance, and human
development. Mr. Chan reports to Mr. Bauer.
According to Robert Jerez, QA Manager, Compliance, he is responsible for managing the Quallty
aspects of the supplies / components entering the Sampling and Inspection Department, oversight of
retained Samples' of finished packaged products and chemical components, label issuance and
control process, approval of QN Investigations. He also participates, hosts and / or leads all audits of
the FW plant. He reports to Mr. Bauer.
According to Mr. Barna, the person who held the position of QA Manager, Compliance at the time
of the 2/2008 establishment inspection, Tracy Cooper, transferred to Central QA as Associate
Director, Quality on 1/19/09.
. According to Frederick Bryant, QA Manager, Analytical Laboratory, he is responsible for analytical
testing of raw materials, bulk and finished products, oversight of marketed products stability testing
11 of49
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and program management, ensuring that the laboratory adheres to cGMPs and safety requirements,
ensuring that aU laboratory equipment is maintained in a steady state of compliance, representing the
laboratory during internal and external audits, oversight of professional development of all
depaIimental personnel and final laboratory approval of all departmental investigations. Mr. Bryant
reports to Mr. Bauer.
According to David R. Bonilla, QA Microbiology Laboratory Manager, he is responsible for
managing the QC Microbiology Laboratory staff and R&D Microbiology testing, management aIld
development of QC Micro Laboratory employees, management of QC Micro Laboratory projects,
initiation and approval of investigations relating to the Micro Laboratory testing issues, review and
approval of SOPs, serving as tactical advisor dUring regulatory audits and representing the firm on
matters relating to Microbiology. Mr. Bonilla repOlis to Mr. Bauer.

Generali
According to Mr. Barna, training is coordinated by the Site Trainer, COUliney Harris. He stated the
SOP for training in each Department is written by each Department and then reviewed and approved
byQA.
According to Mr. Barna, any functional head has the authority to purchase equipment. The
responsibility for the maintenance, calibration, and repair of the equipment belongs to Maintenance.
While Maintenance is responsible for the overall Calibration System, the Laboratories and the
~d...
Sampling & Inspection Department are'Tes onsible for calibrating their own equipment. The
equipment is logged into the
system.
,
According to Mr. Barna, production and production schedules are developed by the Supply Planning
Team and the National Planning Team which forecasts product demand. The schedule sets the
priority for what products are to be manufactured, however, if there is a sudden high demand for a
.. product, it will be moved up on theproduction schedule.
According to Mr. Barua, the QA department is responsible for reject and rework.
According to Mr. Barna, the personnel who run the equipment are responsible for cleaning the
equipment with a few dedicated to totes. An outside contractor is used to clean the overall plant.
There are verification processes in place and SOPs for the manufacturing processes and records
which demonstrate effective cleaning.
According to Mr. Barna, the Regulatory Department is responsible for the content of labels. The
.
....
system. There is
Supply Team is responsible for ordering the labels through th
a computerized labeling check system which involves the overlay of labels received over approved
12 of 49
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The labels are secured and reconciled according to

b Lf

According to Mr. Barna, the personnel responsible for the formulation of the firm's products are the
Pharmaceutical Tech Group. They are also in charge of validation and change control.
Mr. Bauer, Mr. Barua, Mr. Jerez, and Mr. Hayes accompanied us during the inspection and provided
us with most of the essential information and documentation. If further explanation was needed they
referred us to the appropriate individuals in accordance with their respective area of expertise.
Exhibit LMH-16 represents a list ofFW plant employees interviewed during this inspection and the
corresponding topic discussed.

End Investigator Hoover.
This portion ofthe report was written by Chemist Pyramides.
The following individuals provided me with the requested information and documentation during
this inspection:
- Gaston Barna, Director Plant Operations, McNeil Consumer & Specialty Pharmaceuticals. Mr.
Barua was present through out the inspection.
- Timothy A. Bauer, QA/QC Plant Manager, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Bauer was present
through out the inspection and provided information regarding the Laboratory Operations, Plant
Operations including the Purified Water System. Mr. Bauer arranged for many of the firm staff with
specific background information to discuss the various topics with me.
- James V. Corrigan, Manufacturing Dept. Manager, Facilities Projects, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Mr. Corrigan was present during the engineering discussions relating to the plant
infrastructure and provided schematics and diagrams of the purified water systems that are in place
in the production and laboratory areas of the plant.
- Frederick Bryant, Manager Analytical QC Laboratory, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Bryant
was present during most of the discussions relating to chemical/physical analysis of raw materials
and finished dosage forms.
- David R. Bonilla, Microbiology Manager, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Bonilla is the
Director of the Microbiology Laboratory and he provided information about the ~stlUment
used to determine unknown microbes to the genus level.
..
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- Lawrence R. Constable, Vice President, Manufacturing North American OTC, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Mr. Constable was present during the morning discussions and afternoon wrap up
meetings. Mr. Constable was present during the walle through review of the Research &
Development areas at the site.
- Paul-Michel DiPaolo, Senior Director Quality Assurance, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr.
DiPaolo was present during the morning discussions and afternoon wrap up meetings.
- Peter Luther, President, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Luther made a short presentation
during the inspection and was present during the close out meeting.
- Holly Bolan, Manager Plant Engineering, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Bolan was present
during the purified water system engineering discussions and provided documents relating to the
filter and valve types used on the purified water system.
- Etienne J. Mapily, Utilities Manager, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Mapily was present
during the detailed walk through review of the purified water system. Mr. Mapily provided technical
information regarding the purified water system.
- Pragnesh Desai, Team Leader Quality Assurance, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Desai acted
as the scribe and assisted with the document requests. Mr. Desai also provided information relating
to the Out Of Specification (OOS) Investigations he was personally involved with.
-Bob Wilkerson, Warehouse Manager, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Wilkerson was present
during the walle through of the warehouse areas and provided detailed information regarding
warehouse operations. Mr. Wilkerson also was present during an audit of several raw'materials and
determined the physical locations of the materials. He arranged for his staff to move the materials
£i.-om the upper racle storage locations to allow us a closer loole at the labels.
- Scott Monks, Quality Assurance Team Leader, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Monks was
present during the warehouse walk through.
- Com Miece, Senior Inspecto~~Inspection/Warehouse,McNeil Consumer Healthcare.
Mr. Miece demonstrated t h e _ ' used to verify labels used in the production areas
during the warehouse walk through.
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- Mike Chendorain, Materials Services Specialist, Sampling & Inspection/Warehouse, McNeil
Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Chendorain was present during the warehouse walle through and provided ,~tf
information regarding the
area procedures.
- Lauren Kruse, Business Unit Manager, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Kruse, was E~esent
during the warehouse walle through; she provided information regarding t h e " - , , area
procedures.
- Jim Moore, Manufacturing Department Manager, Solids Dosage Processing, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Mr. Moore was resent during the warehouse walk through; he provided information
regarding th
, area procedures.

bif

b if

- Jack Nouri, Liquid Mixing Team Leader, Operations, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Nouri
was present during all Liquid Products physical reviews in the liquids production areas.
- Eric Hilton, Gel Dip Operations, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Hilton was present ~urin
hysical review of the Gel Dip production areas and provided information regarding the " b y 
tablet coating equipment.
.
.h

'f

- Doug BuddIe, Manufacturing Department Manager, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. BuddIe
was present during the physical review of the packaging area operations.
- Mike Butler, Liquids Production Area Team Leader, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Butler
was present during the physical review of the packaging area operations.
- Sipra Bond, Business Unit Manager, Liquids Packaging, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Bond
was present during the physical review of the liquids production area operations. Ms. Bond also
provided information regarding all liquids production business practices and operations.
- Tanner Lauderbaugh, Liquids Production Engineering Team Leader, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Mr. Lauderbaugh was present during physical reviews of the liquids production areas.
- Tracey Shultz, Quality Assurance Marketed Products Stability Coordinator, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Ms. Shultz was present during the Stability Chamber physical reviews. Ms. Shultz
provided information regarding the stability sample storage processes.
- Bryan Hill, Research & Development Laboratory Technician, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr.
Hill was present during the Stability Chamber physical reviews. Mr. Hill provided information
regarding the stability sample storage processes.
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- Marilia Cavaco, Director of Compliance, Global Quality Assurance, OTClNutritionals, McNeil
Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Cavaco was present during the discussions with the Information
Technology group and provided ipformation re arding the computer Local Area Network and
electronic
. -. -,'
.

btf

- Bethany Fish, Processing Team Leader, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Fish was present
during the physical reviews of the Gel Coat areas and provided information regarding the purified
water sampling ports in the production areas.
- Bryan Mummal,.Quality Assurance Laboratory Team Leader, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr.
Mummal was present during the Chemistry Quality Control Laboratory physical review.
- Sherri Gregg, Quality Assurance Laboratory Team Leader, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms.
Gregg was present during the Chemistry Quality Control Laboratory physical review.
- Bob Miller, Vice President Global Quality Assurance OTe Products, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Mr. Miller stopped in to the conference room where I was working to introduce himself
on May 21, 2009. Mr. Miller was also present during the final close out meeting.
- Matt JOhntS, F~rt WthashiQ'ngtl?tyn ScitetrLIMlLS bAdmtinis~~cNeil. Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Johns
was presen dunng e ua 1
on 0 a ora ory~lscusslon.

b' i

- John Geist, Quality Assurance Central Organization Analytical Services, McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Mr. Geist supports th
perations at three sites including the Fort Washington site
and was present during the
·scussions.
- Thomas Abramelc, Information Management, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Abramek was
present during some of the computer system discussions.
- Kimberly Bui, InfOlmation Technology, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Bui was present during
some of the com uter s stem discussions and rovided information regarding the computer
networked
I

- Claudia Bernada, System Administrator for all
information regarding the server end of the
- Rudy Fox, System Administrator for all
regarding the server end of the

.

Ms. Bernada provided

Mr. Fox provided information
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- John Humble, Employee Service Delivery Director, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Humble
provided information regarding the computer systems minimum requirements for all users at the Fort
Washington site.
- Gerard P. McNally, Vice President Research & Development, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr.
McNally was present during the discussions regarding the R&D group.
- Thomas Markey, Head of Pharmaceutical Technology, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Markey
was present during the discussions regarding the Pharmaceutical Technology group.
- Minoj Shaw, Senior Director Research & Development, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Shaw
was present during the physical review ofthe R&D laboratory and production areas.
- David Rodgers, Research Fellow Research & Development, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr.
Rodgers was present during the R&D physical review of the R&D Laboratories and provided
information regarding the analytical testing equipment.
- Eleanor Freeman, Manager Stability Research & Development, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms.
Freeman was present during the R&D physical review of the R&D Laboratories and provided
information regarding the analytical testing equipment.
- Michael Nee, Operation Validations, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Nee was present during
the purified water system discussions.
- Edward Chan, Quality Assurance, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Chan was present during the
purified water system discussions.
-Robert Jacobs, Operations, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Jacobs was present during the
purified water system discussions.
- Kelly Culbertson, Pharmaceutical Technology, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Ms. Culbertson was
present during the discussions regarding investigations into product failures.
- William Witta, Operations, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Witta was present during
discussions regarding the purified water systems.
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- Robert Reenhalgh. Quality Assurance Team Leader. McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Reenhalgh
was present during discussions regarding investigations into product failures.
- Doug Errett, Operations Validations, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Errett was present during
discussions regarding the purified water systems.
- Michael Lash. Manager Research & Development, McNeil Consumer Healthcare. Mr. Lash was
present during discussions regarding the follow up complaint. He provided documentation in regards
to the complaint follow up.
Laureen Longhitano, Director Product Development Quality Assurance. McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. Ms. Longhitano was present during discussions regarding the follow up complaint. He
provided documentation in regards to the complaint follow up.
- John Rateike. Analytical Services Quality Assurance Team Leader, McNeil Consumer Healthcare.
Mr. Rateike was present during discussions regarding the follow up complaint. He provided
documentation in regards to the complaint follow up.
'

End Chemist Pyramides.
OPERA'I'][ONS

The following portion ofthis section ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.
According to Mr. Barna. the firm is a manufacturer of solid (with the exception of capsules) and
liquid
dosage forms. There are ap roximately
ulk Product Formulas (with the recently ),4
added
products included) and
Finished Packaged Codes produced at the FW lant. Major btt
Solid Do Processin E ui me .
.
b'

t)

k'

for
g.e ~pmg operat.ions . Major Solid Dose Packaging Equipment inc u es., .,' olid Dose Bottle Lines.
and_Blister Lines
. Major Liquids Processin and Packaging Equipment includes 1.74
-'Mix Tanks .
Hold Tanks
. ,"
'Drop Bottle Packaging
b~r,.
Lines_Syringe or Integrated Droppers Bottle Packaging Lines and:' uspension Bottle Packaging hq'J
Lines. During this inspection I observed one bottling line operating under PQ assessment. Exhibit
LHM-17 represents a "Listing of all Maj or Equipment".

Mr. Barna confirmed that the facility. which includes the FW manufacturing plant and McNeil
Consumer Healthcare, Division of McNeil-PPC, Inc. Corporate Headquarters, is situated on'
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of land. Accordin to Mr. Barna, the FW facility occupies approximately ,
approximately
occupied by the FW manufacturing plant, comprised qf
production are ,
Analytical and Microbiological Laboratories; 83~300 sq. ft
Warehouse;
R&D areas, and
miscellaneous areas. Exhibit LMH-18 represents
the Manufacturing Building, First Floor, aCllty Floor Plan. Exhibit LMH-19 represents the
Microbiology Laboratory Floor Plan. Exhibit LMH-20 represents the Analytical La~q.ratory Floor
Plan. '
Exhibit.LMH-21 represe~; sche~ule for Solid Dose prod~cts for 5/17/09.- 5/24/09.
Accordmg to Mr. Barna,
anulatIOn batches can be used ill one compreSSIOn batch and
~compressionbatches can be used in one packaging batch. In the section for
"Granulation" the Granulation product number is listed along with the batch number in a
coordinating color. This must be cross-referenced on the table in Exhibit LMH-22.
@

(9

9

e

';L

10,.

h4-

For ex-ample, on Exhibit LMH':21 the
uncl~r
i~fU1d' bif
granulation batch number
oth highlighted'
On Exhibit LMH-22-3,
bc.I-
under the column header for
'this granulation number cross references with
bt
material description Tylenol Sinus Severe CG Ca let 24, bulk code _
Type_
10..,.
(fInished goods), and_C6iolumnheader)
bf
For example, on Exhibit LMH-~l, under the
section, for compression ba
bat
- . the bulk code is~th batch code
(both highlig;hted in '
b Ifcolumn). On Exhibit LMH-22-1; under the coll:llJID header for ~ this bulk code
btl
cross references with Material Descri tion Multi Symptom Benadryl Severe Allergy Sinus
\
Headache Caplet 20 and
' We observed compression of batch ~ "t
in this bCJ,y.during the physical inspection of the plant.
Fo exan:i:ple, on Exhibit LMH-21 , under the '
b-"I
the bulk code is '
, with batch co
oth highlighted in..-,' h~
On Exhibit LMH-22-1, under the column header for
, , this bulle code cross
bLf
references with Material Description St. Joseph Aspirin tablets. We observed compression of
batch
during the physical inspection ofthe plant.
b tl
For example, on Exhibit UvlH-21, under
section, for bottle line.;the
b*
fInished good code is_batch
{both highlighted i~ On Exhibit LMHbi/.
22-1, under the column header'
for finished goods, this fInished goods code cross
b't
references with Material Description St. Joseph Aspirin Enteric Coated Tablets 100. ,e
L,j
observed bottling in Bottle Linetllmder Performance Qualification of Batch
t?.,...
expiration date _
during the physical inspection of the plant.
b '"

The bulk numbers can also be cross-referenced with the Family Code the Product Name, al}d ,the
F()rmula number via :the table listed in S O p '
", ,- ,,
' ,effective date~
"(Exhibit LMH-23).
Exhibit LMH-24 represents a production schedule for Liquid products for 5118/09 - 5/22/09; the
week of this inspection. Each production line is listed with the Batch number, the Material number
19 of 49
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beL

and the product description. The l\1aterial Number may be cross-referenced to the product
description on the table entitled
.
Exhibit LMH-25.
(\)

.

,

For example, packaging linetJnotes Batch number ~and Material Number
for product description Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz. Bubblegum flavor. This
M terial Number cross-references on the table to this same product description and form as
:(finished goods). We observed packaging o f . . - , expiration date ~
dunng the physical inspection of the plant.

bt
i.1

!:7..,

During this inspection 1 reviewed the following documentation: select SOP's, Annual Product
Review (APR) reports for Children's Motrin Suspension, training records for select employees, and
data associated with Method Validation Preparatory Testing for Tylenol Suspension products. My
review of these documents was unremarkable in that there were no apparent deficiencies observed.
Eridlnvestigator Hoover.

>

' •

.'j.

This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.

According to Mr. Robert Wilkerson, all of the raw materials and packaging components are received
and stored at the FW Main Warehouse. FW Plant Receiver inspects overall conditions of raw
materials and packaging components during the unloading of a trailer. All of the received materials
are verified against a packaging list. A McNeil batch number is internally assigned by t h e _
controlling system to each lot of raw materials and components listed on the Packaging Order. The
material is placed in the Incoming Inspection Area to be inspected and sampled. Next, the
information on the packaging list is entered into the .. . .... .
system.
.
,
. '. is assigned to all of the received materials. The S/l (Samp1ing/Inspection)
Inspector logs each unique lot of raw material and component into the
tracking system, which
generates an inspection record. S/I Inspector will perform an inspection of each lot in accordance
with the appropriate SOP's/material specifications. Then the Inspector records the data on t h e "
generated inspection record, which is reviewed by a Senior Inspector or Team Leader in SIL If
inspection requirements meet approval, the Senior Technician/Team Leader will approve the
and move it to
.status. If
inspection record and disposition of the material in ..
product does not meet requirements, the Senior Technician/Team Leader will reject the material and
a
will be generated. to address the failure.
Children's Motrin Suspension
Exhibits HLJW-1 & HLJW-2 represents the process description and process flow diagram for
Children's Motrin Suspension.
Mr. Jerome Hayes, Assoc. Director of Quality, provided me with a description of the Children's
Motrin manufacturing process, as follows:
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Zyrtec Sugar Free Syrup-Bubble gum Flavor
Exhibits HLJW-3 and HJLW-4 represents the process description and process flow diagram for
Zyrtec Sugar Free Syrup-Bubblegum Flavor.

Mr. Bayes provided me with a description of the Zyrtec Sugar Free Syrup-Bubblegum Flavor
manufacturing processl,,~~E?t,~,~;vs:

The Zyrtec product line was
cNeil Fort Washington. The Zyrtec bubblegum Y2 oz
sample and 4 oz. bottle are the only products manufactured at the Fort Washington site that are
currently marketed.
Benadryl Allergy and Cold KapGels
Exhibits HLJW-5 and HLJW-6 represent the process description and process flow diagram for
B.enadryl Allergy and Cold KapGels.

"

Jerome Hayes, Assoc. Director of Quality, provided me with a description of the BenadryI Allergy
and Cold KapGels as follows:
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On 5/19/09, during the physical inspection of the plant we observed processing of the following
products:
Ell
Granulation of Single layer Benadryl MIS Severe Allergy in
bulle lot#
e
III

Compression ofSt. Joseph's Enteric Coated Tablets in
Mixin qf Children's Tylenol Cough plus Runny Nose in

~

ber
hp

bt

During the physical inspection, I observed in the Dry Granulation/Dry Blend area, the metal beam
above Bowl #2 had the appearance of a leak due to the presence of rust and chipping paint. The
uncovered equipment was located directly under the affected area. Management initiated a work
order to have the facility repaired (EXHIBIT HLJW- 7).
During this inspection, Investigator Matusovsky and I reviewed the following documentations
associated with production of Children's Motrin Suspension, Zyrtec Sugar-Free Syrup Bubblegum
Flavor and Benadryl Allergy and Cold KapGels: list of manufacturing and laboratory deviation/OOS
(Out of Specification) investigations dated from 2/08 to 5/09 and select investigations from this list
and list of change controls. In addition, select SOP's, list of complaints received from:
and select complaint investigations from this list, list of rejected batches dated from
and
select investigations from this list were reviewed. My review of these documents was unremarkable
in that there were no apparent deficiencies observed, except as documented under the
OBJECTIONABLE CONDITIONS AND MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSE and GENERAL
DISCUSSION WITH MANAGEMENT Sections ofthis report.
End Investigator Whetstone.
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This portion ofthe report was written by Chemist Pyramides.

Quality Control Laboratory-

The Quality Control Laboratory consists of two main groups. There is the Analytical Chemistry
Laboratory and the'Microbiological Sciences Laboratory. Both Quality Control Laboratories are
located in the same building. This large building also houses the Manufacturing Operations for the
firm and is very close to an adjacent building. These two buildings are connected by walkways and
hallways giving the impression from inside the buildings that they are a single building.
The Chemistry Laboratory currently hag '_analytical sta . The laboratory is in operation
seven (7) days per week. The Laboratory has staff working
from Monday through Friday
but is staffed for one day shift dliring the weekend. Exhibit GP#5 is the organizational charts for the
Chemistry Laboratory. These organizational charts list the management and analytical staff that was
part of the firm during the time frame of the inspection.

b.,..

hi

The QC Chemistry Laboratory relies on electronic data systems and uses single paper sheets for data
results and summaries. This laboratory does not use bound notebooks for a majority of their work.
Physical Layo1lJlt of the Analytical Chemistry Lalboratory-

The Analytical Chemistry Laboratory is situated in one main area of the building and is divided in to'
several rooms. The Chemistry Laboratory is organized along instrumental and analytical functions.
The following are
ooms were physically reviewed during a walk through; Room
Wet bfChemistry Lab,
lassware washing roo Powder Room- Sieving, Room
alidation
Sample Areal Standards Storage Area, Room
olvents- AcidslBases, Sonication Room
bil-
(Testing of Suspensions).

bt

The QC Analytical Chemistry Laboratory has
HPLC's, most wit
Det ctors but there are
.Detec
Gas Chromatographs,
Dissolution Apparatus (all either apparatus
Infrared Spectrometer
located in the raw materials area,
Ultraviolet/Visible Spectrophotometers, _ K a r l
Fisher Auto:-Titrators,.Polarimeter and an assortment of apparatus commonly found in
Pharmaceutical Chemistry Laboratories such as balances, pH meters, ovens, etc.
OOS Laboratory Investigations Reviewed
,

•
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based on their needs and specifications.
The
is a
During the inspection the two server side
System Administrators, Claudia Bemada and Rudy Fox, provided information and documents
regarding the structure ofthe~, The firm also has Information Technology staffs that are the
client side System Administrators. The QA unit_isriiiiiiin on
which
consist of
omputers running
. The
uses terminals that use emulation protocols to access the'
Chromatography Based! Data Management SystemTh
has its own security system to limit access. This hardware/software uses
unique usemame/password combinations as the security system.
The firm is currently running'
,.
chromatographybased computer .It> 4-
network. Th~ system is connected to the
' Both the _and
'" 1
chromatography network are accessed by users at various computers or terminals throughout the QC
Laboratories.
The_software has its own security level with user name/password combinations required to
access the system.
tion (HPLC, GC) are operated and controlled using the
.: Thereare 0 stand alone chromatographic
instruments in the QC Chemistry Laboratory. The"
ystem was installed and
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e firm had a previous version of th
' . '"

,. ~ "'$1

,r

.r..
"'~

...

There is a System Administrator for the.
system and two back up System Administrators.
These three report to the Information Technology group and are not based in the Quality Assurance
Unit. The' System Administrators have full access to all the configurable features available in the
-'system. There are other user levels with less access to the configurable features of the
system. They consist of Senior Analyst cU1d Analyst. The Senior Analyst level access has access to
some features that the Analyst level access does not have.
The
data management system is used·to control the HPLC and·GC instruments, analyze
the resultmg chromatographs, and create summaries of the analytical results.

b1

lot
bf

Physical LayolIJlt of the MicrolbftologJical ScielIJlcesLallJontory-

The Microbiological Sciences Laboratory is located in the same building as the QC Chemistry
Laboratory and the Manufacturing operations. This laboratory is in smaller space than the QC
Laboratory. The Microbiological Laboratory is made up of several rooms that are all connected.

b
There is th~ irlstngpentation area and this room has the sample refrigerators. There is the back
testing roonl
' . a stock room with an unrestricted storage area, a biohazard room with
IJ..
autoClaves and a smailer lab
;. The Microbiology Laboratory has a
instrument they use
to identify unknown microbial organisms to the genus level.

b1

The Microbiological Laboratory uses bound notebooks for most of their analytical results and data.
They do also use in some cases single paper sheets generated from electronic data.
ReseaJrCI!l & Development Lalbontories and! Pinot ManlIJlfactlIJlring JFacmtJies-

The Researoh & Development Laboratories an.d Pilot Plants are s read out over~buildings. The
R&D groups are designated a
A small portion of the R&D Laboratory is located in the same main buildings as the QC
Laboratories and the Manufacturing Operations. This i
,This area ofR & D is where the
stability chambers/rooms are physically located. The R&D group monitors and operates the
stability chambers/rooms.
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The main R&D group is housed in their own building with'
,
"
,
. T h e " " " are where the analyticallaboratoties are located With the
Manufacturing suites and facilities on th
Part of the R&D group is also located in a.building in close proximity to the other.,
buildings.
The R&D group performs cGMP work and is quite large in comparison to the chemistry and
staff. This group is
microbiology QC Laboratories. The R&D group consists of approximately
multi-disciplined and is staffed by both analytical and manufacturing personnel. The R&D group
cGMP functions include NDA submittals, stability analysis of commercial products, analytical
support for QC and Manufacturing issues and problems.
The R&D group was not covered in detail during tIns inspection.
PmrJifiedl Water System-

as a largefairly complex Purified Water System w~th two main parts. One part is the
'. the other part is the
' , Tills purified water system
feeds the manufacturing operations and laboratory areas.

b 'f

The
are physically separate through out the plant areas but mo;i of
the purified water is made in one room that contains the pumps, filters, de-ionization apparatus, the
reverse osmosis units, Ultraviolet light systems, monitoring equipment, chemical sanitization
system, storage tarrIes, ozone generator and water softening systems.
......

"

Exhibit GP#6 is a schematic diagram of the purified generation room and the systems that are inside
tlns room.
that feed specific area oftlle
The
that also feed
also consists 0
manufacturing. Th
manufacturing areas. The Liquids Production areas create their own
The firm stated that the Liquids Production h
'to feed their systems because that area does not have the '
The Liquids Production group uses
" .'
in their own area.
The solids production wash area also creates its own
in the production wash area.
The Purified Water Systems feed the foHowmg areas:
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'Exhibit GP#7 is a large schematic diagram of the entire building where the manufacturing
operations, QC Laboratories and R&D Stability areas. This diagram contains the Purified Water
System sampling points and table of areas that the water system feeds.

End Chem.i~t Pyramides.
MANUFACTUIRING COIDES

This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.
According to Mr. Jerez, raw materials and components used for in-house roduction are assif91;~..<:1
I
batch numbers. The batch number'consists of a
assigned by the_ tJ.~
system, where:

on_

For example: Raw material
upon receipt
(
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effective d a t e _
(Exhibit MH-26)·the Scheduling Batch Record Coordinator
assigns a unique batch number or m-process products to each Master Record using batch number
codes referenced on page 5 ofthe Exhibit. Batch numbers for semi-finished / in-process (i.e.
granulation, blend, etc.) goods are automatically created within th
controlling system and
manually assigned to the process order. It is a
.
where, for th~
characters:

and the remaining
batch manufactured in the

or example,

·isthe~

ffective date
(Exhibit LMH-27) the packaging batch number
a
tinuous period is assigned as described by
where:

End Investigator Hoover.

COMPLAINTS
This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.

Exhibit HLJW-8) and a list of complaints received between
investigations from this list.
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Establishment Inspection .h........ poJrt
McNeil Consumer Healthcare;Div of
McNeil-PPC, Inc.
'
Fort Washington, PA 19034

EI Start:

2510184
05/19/2009

EI End:

06/04/2009

L'BI:

" receiv,ed by the ,fDA. , AccordinjL!?". Ms. Cooper, no investigations could be performed into
~aint #'~, and ~due to a lack of information and lot number. Complaint #
. . . . related to a product that is not manufactured at the Fort Washington facility and was therefore
not investigated. My review of these documents was unremarkable in that there were no apparent
deficiencies observed, except as documented under the dBJECTIONABLE CONDITIONS AND
MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSE Section of this report, under Observation # 5.

hif
h'f

In addition, DQRS #' s
were covered. Ms. Cooper provided me with a spreadsheet showing the status of the
com?l~ints~d D~R~ (Exhibit HLJW-9) '?ocumenting the status of ea.c.h DQ.RS..Accor.this
Exlub,lt, no mvestlgatlOns could be found mto DQRS # ' s a n d complamt #'s
and
as these were n~t received by the firm; Information reiate
s not prev~£..ltg]x received
and,,- required
by the firm was provided during the inspection. Complaint #'s
additional information to perforIn the investigation. AU previously mentioned DQRS and
complaints were investigated by the FW plant and the investigations were reviewed during this
inspection. My review of these documents was unremarkable in that there were no apparent
deficiencies observed. ,

lo~
hlj

bat

End Investigator Whetstone.
This portion ofthe report was written by Chemist Pyramides.
A complaint was sent to the Agency by email and this was followed up at the firm. The email listed
some information about a batch that was analyzed in the Research & Development Group. The
.,., and Study !>u.
r duct was Zyrtec Chewable Tablets, 10 mg Cetirizine Dihydrochloride Study_'<

b~

The R&D staff described thi~ product and studie.s as very early in the rocess to commercialization
of the product. The R&D staff stated that they did -their own
studies on products'the, b t
to commercial level manufacturin . The studies listed above were to

3.' t
b'

When I re'quested documents relating to this batch of product the R&D staff initially did not want
to provide copies. The firm was concerned about the proprietary nature of the information. After'
some discussion the R&D staff did provide the documents and hand wrote "Proprietary R&D" in
red on all the pages. Exhibit GP#8 is copies of the R&D summaries of the studies and results.
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.....EI:
EI Start:

2510184
05/19/2009

EIEnd:

06/04/2009

End Chemist Pyramides.

OBJECTIONABLE CONDITIONS AND MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSE
Thefoll0w.ingportion afthe report was written by Investigator Matusovsky.
On 6/4/09, the Form FDA-483, Inspectional Observations, was issued to Mr. Luther. Also present
were Mr. Constable, Mr. Barna, Mr.. Bauer, Mr. Hayes, Mr. DiPaolo, Maria Nieradka, Vice
President, North American Supply Chain for McNeil, and Robert Miller, Ph. D., VP, Global QA .
OTC. Representing the FDA were Investigators Matusovsky, Whetstone, Hoover, and Chemist
Pyramides. The fIrm promised to submit a written response to FDA documenting the fIrm's
.
corrective action by June 30th , 2009.
End Investigator Matusovsky.

.

.

Observations listed on form IDA 483

MATERIALS SYSTEM

OBSERVATION 1

Failure to reject any lot of components that did! nno1\; meet the appropriate written specifications
for idcnntity, strenngth, quality, aud purity.

101+
b.LJ

"~• • • • • •was determine
laboratory.

Table 1-1 R~~eipts 016"

::'McN
.:, ..;'.:;.

s,~~:

:~, ~-~'

/

",.
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Establishment Inspection Jt.. . _tlort
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Div of
McNeil-PPC, Inc.
Fort Washington, PA 19034

~

EI:
EI Start:

2510184
05/19/2009

EI End:

06/0412009

In addition, the firm's itnvestigation indo this event reveaRel:li tD.1esame~as recovered bt
by t~e manuiac1l:urer of
vendor lot
during their routine
_.' .
sting. This lot of
as used to manufac1l:ure approximately. t,t
of Infant's and Children's Tylenol Suspension formulations (refer to Table 1-2) that were biJ>
released for commercial distribution in
According totbefirm's
b!f
investigation, the rationale for release of
vendor lot' ".';."
and
b'l
finished product lots produced from thits raw materital was based on satisfac1l:ory results
obtaitned on routine testitng of the lraw materital and finished produc1l: lots and an assessment of
the ph sitcal charac1l:eritstics of Infant's and Children's Tylenol Sus ension formulations (i.e.
btf

ber

,>..

'.',

- .- .,'" .
. ' . .,V'
Table 1-2 List of Product types Manufactured using
Children's Tylenol Plus Fh! 4 oz.
Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz.
Bubblegum
Cherry
Children's Tylenol Plus Cold/Anergy 4
Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz.
oz. Bubblegum
Cherry, Hospital Govt.
Infant's Tylenol SuspensioJrn 1/4 oz.
Chndre~'s Tylenol Suspensiton ~ ,oz.
Grape
Grape
IJrnfant's Tylenol Suspension 1/2 oz.
ChHdren's Tylenol Suspensiton 4 oz.
Grape
Bubblegum
Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1 oz. Grape
Children's Tyl~)Il101 SuspensioJrn 4 oz.
, ,
Strawberry
ChHdren'sJTylenol Dye Free Suspensiton Infant's Tylenol Suspensitoll1l 1/2 oz.
Cherry
4 oz. Cherry
Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1 oz.
Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz.
Cherry
Cherry
Children's Tylenol Plus Cough and
Infant's Tylenol Suspension. 1 oz. Grape
Runny Nose 4 oz. Cherry
Infant's Tylenol Suspension Drops H/G
Children's Tylenol Plus Cold MS
1/2 oz. Grape
Suspension 4 oz. Grape
Children's Tylenol Plus Cold Suspension Infant's Tylenol Dye Fee Suspension 1
,:

,,~

~.

"

~

"

'~I~J'"

:;

"

.•.
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4 oz. Grape
Children's Tylenol PIns Congh/ST
Suspension 4 oz. Cherry

EI Start:

2510184
0511912009

EIEnd:

06/04/2009

.l'EI:

oz. Cherry
Tylenol Pediatric Suspension 1 oz.
Suspension Cherry

Reference: 21 CFR 21 1. 84(e)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance and Discussion with Management:
This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.

S~ary of~vendor lot_Receipts:

}o4 '

Exhibit HLJW-IO 'represents th~ investigation re ort for Quality Notification (QN)~' btf
initiated on~ into the ' ,"
,,', ',"
'result for ' - " v e n d o r lot #
b'"

"'~'"
Exhibit HLJW-ll, pages 1-21 represents the Exe,cutive Summary.Q
Jerome Ha.; es The Nwas initiatedinrespoIl$e to ,an "
for '
,"and
"
cNeil Lot#
Accordin

-

esuk"

NA
NA

provided by
performed
vendor lot#
tified

be.j

NA
NA

:,

Th~receipt o f _ vendor lot ~ was received by McNeil on~under 1>t
McNeillot"-' this lot was tested using routine testing,.procedures established by the firm h'f
320f49
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J.·EI:
EI Start:

2510184
05119/2009

EI End:

06/0412009

, vendor lot b~
at incoming h..

blf

b..
ht
~..,.

~.,

~'f

bt
~,+

blf
vendor lot ~b~
bt
On 4/17/08,
elease all batches associated with the
and
receipts (McNeil lot #'s
b4·
'and
based on the fact that all incoming raw material and finished goods
ba.J
accetance criteria had been met upon receipt and release. Finished goods manufactured from the
receipt
raw material from th
eceipt 0
as released
hlf
for production use, but subsequen

b"

..

A)

1

....;,

.~,.'

, ,_I".

~

• • • • '. '~'.l

~

bal-

\

Microbiological Testing
,
b q
Analytical and Microbiolo ical testing is performed on each receipt of
'bT,
per specification'
(Exhibit HLJW-13, pgs. 82-88). According to SOP'
" '
" ,>' effective,- (Exhibit HLJW-13, pgs. 5 4 - ( 7 ) ' " h't
JW-13, pgs. 68-81). According to Mr. Bonilla, QA Manager,
.s received by warehouse personnel and delivered to the Sampling and
The S/1 ou is responsible for cleanin of the sampling room according to

330f49
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EI Start:

2510184
05119/2009

EIEnd:

06/04/2009

Please refer to Exhibit HLJW-13, pgs. 1-7 for a summary of Microbiological Testing of
~ Upon completion of the testing the laboratory identifie~ ,
Summary 0 _ Supplier Audit
b~
As part of the investigation representatives from McNeil's Quality Assurance conducted a vendor
auditof , ' . ' .. '.' ' the supplier of . . ',. ..
located in.
Exhibit.HLJW- bt
10, pgs. 30~32). The audit included a review' of the manufacturing and packaging process and
e ui mentdeaning procedures. The audit did not identify any root cause for the ~. 1::4
and determined that the processing steps are adequate and in a state of control to !:>'I
during processing and packaging. During the
minimize the introduction of
h'l
investi ation, McNeil did Ie
was recovered from . . . . .from the same lot of b1
.~ ~'t""".'
t...
~f";- ..
vendor lot
but this was not communicated to
-,
;ro'.1' ",
. McNeil at the time of
.
)lot
.~is90:'~IT @~bit HLJW-I0, pgs. 25-26). As a precautionary measure
b'J
,
According to Mr. Hayes, th
,
':of
bt
s a result of that
btt
'.

~v..,.:",

I"', -i .
1..;.

'

b,

bif
b~

het

1:71
Microbiology Laboratory Investigation
McNeil's internal lab
. ation into the source of the
,y'

.

b't
b"J

"

ht

accordingly. The laborato
McNeil Lot : _ 0 .
(Exhibit HLJW-I0, pg 2).
Additional Studies Performed
~
,,,~ ¢~
~ ~t~ ".
. .
An evaluation of the affected formulations in the ~l
t ;~/ ~',
• ~
~ ;was performed by the
Microbiology Laboratory (Exhibit HLJW-10 pgs. 43-44) to determine their ability to
'.
The study concluded the following:.....
." •

.'"

'",
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McNeil-PPC, Inc.
Fort Washington, PA 19034

£1:

2510184

EI Start:

05119/2009

EIEnd:

06/0412009

L

On 4/23/08 a
conducted under Protocol by th
manufactured with
study was

(Exhibit HLJW-I0 pgs. 35-42) was
su ort the f i r m ' s . - w :
ccordin to Mr. Bonilla the

D
.. ur.in.g.. th.is inspection, on 5/27/0.9, Mr.. Hayes provided me with a Medical Assessment (f!~LJW- I.. ? ·
E~bi(30) performed by Andre Mann, MD, Medical Safety Officer.
:) J;>~
'

..

,.but references in literature did not reveal a' single reference to a potential risk of
contamination due to pharmaceutical product for ingestion in general, post-marketing safety data and
scientific literature does not confirm a hypothetical risk of B.cepacia infection consequent to the use
of Tylenol drops and liquid produced from _lot#~ and IfFll_.' bt./
and the risk of serious adverse health consequences due to B.cepacia infecti
suIt of the useas . ected of infants and children's Tylenol from~ lot#
d 1:,4
.s remote. On 5/29/09 Mr. Bonilla resented me with data fr
b~
.,!,4

bf

-htt

1,'1

Summary of Lot Disposition
Exhibit HLJW-15 documents the disposition of the affected ~,vendor· lot # ~1
According to Mr. Wilkerson and Mr. Bauer the following lot codes documented on b'l
. t ut are'
.
b'f
a result of the investigation
b'1
manufactured using
. vendor lot # . ,
McNeil lot #'s bY.
should re;main released and available for sale. Finished goods manufactured bCf
usin
vendor lot· . ". . '. . , McNeil lot ~met acceptance criteria for btl-.
both incoming raw material testing and finished product testing and was therefore released for sale.
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vendor lot
. due to the presence of

~·EI:

2510184

EI Start:

05/19/2009

EI End:

06/04/2009

McNeil. lot ~was_
s described above.

Exhibit HLJW-11 pages 6-21 represents a list of finished product lots of Children's and Infant's
Tylenol.
List of products manufactured usi",,!

Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz. Cherry

-

Children's Tylenol Plus Flu 4 oz. Bubblegum

Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz. Cherry,
Hospital Govt.
Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz. Grape

Children's Tylenol Plus Cold/Allergy 4 oz.
Bubblegum

Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz.
Bubblegum

Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1/2 oz. Grape

Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz.
Strawbelty

Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1 oz. Grape

Children's Tylenol Dye Free Suspension 4 oz.
Cherry
Children's Tylenol Suspension 4 oz. Cherry

Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1/2 oz. Cherry

Children's Tylenol Plus Cough and Runny
Nose 4 oz. Cbeny .
,
Children's Tylenol Plus Cold MS Suspension 4
oz. Grape
Children's Tylenol Plus Cold Suspension 4 oz.
Grape
Children's Tylenol Plus Cough/ST Suspension
4 oz. Cherry

Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1/4 oz. Grape

Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1 oz. Cherry
Infant's Tylenol Suspension 1 oz. Grape
Infant's Tylenol Suspension Drops H/G 1/2
oz. Grape
Infant's Tylenol Dye Fee Suspension 1 oz.
Cherry
Tylenol Pediatric Suspension 1 oz.
Suspension Cherry

According to this Exhibit, there were a roximately - . manufactured from
. , . . land
that were released by QA for further commercial
receipt #'s
'
distribution. In addition to the corresponding
eceipt number used in production of
these Tylenol lots, the Exhibit documents the manufacturing and release dates for each finished
product lot. According to Mr. Hayes all. product lots met the release specifications for
microbiological quality. Exhibit HLJ~~ts sel.ect pages from batch production record for
Infant's T lenol Suspension, bulk lot~hich was used to manufacture finished product
lot·,
which was manufactured
: "
.
receiving lot #~
Manufacturing of the bulk was performed on
ackaging activities began on
d ended
he final product was released on
The firm informed us that they will
that were manufactured using
with a copy of Protocol No.
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,'~ £1:

EI Start:
EI End:"

2510184
05/19/2009
06104/2009

(Exhibit HLJW-28). The protocol was

End Investigator VVhetstone.

LABORATORY CONTROL SYSTEM

OBSERVATION 2

LalbOlra1i:ory controls do not indude tJ1lle estabInsJ1llment of scientifically soumd and appropriate
sampHng plans designed to assun-e tJ1llat components conform to appropriate standards of
identity, s1trengtJ1ll, quality and purity.
Specifically, there is no documented justification to support th~.sallll1pling
technique used in the sampling of
0 ensure it ,is
'
.
the Rot.· TJ1lle
firm's SO
entitled'

-.

,

to allow for mixing (inversion of a
is comprised! of appr()ximately'-"

,~

container 10 times). Each receipt of
'.

Please note tJ1llat this olbseJrVation relates to Obsenration # 1.

Reference: 21 CFR 211.160(b)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance and Discussion with Management:
This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.
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.BI:
EI Start:

2510184
05/1912009

EIEnd:

06/04/2009

.I.

and Inspection and place them in the designated incoming receipt bin. The SII inspector~ verifies the
paperwork and material identification and manufacturer and number of containers. According to
will contain approximately . . . . . of material. Once the J:;.~
Mr. Monks, typical lot of
material has been verified, the sample will be logged into the ~y~tem which then triggers the b '/
generation of a sampling worksheet. Th
ystem assigns-"numbers for both analytical b1'
and microbiological samples. Sil Inspectors obtain appropriate sampling equipment and personal
protective equipment (PPE). The container lids are wiped andlor vacuumed to remove any dust
present. Tamper evident seals are removed and the pallets are moved into the sampling booths. .
. The bit
Prior to sampling, the magnehelic gauge reading is verified that it reads .
inspector dons the a: propriate PPE, inspects the drum for damage to the. inner drum liner. The
inspector using a
o owe
The lid is securely tightened and rotated from top to bottom. The samples are then delivered to the
laboratory for analysis.

b~
Exhibit HLJW-17 SOP
(Exhibit HLJW-16) describes the
b4
during the time eriod when th
to ~
t4.e,SQPstates tha
I asked Mr. Monks whether the
sampling technique was by
evaluated to ensure that it is representative of the lot. According to Mr. Monlcs and Mr. Hayes,
. -,
.
. sampling technique has not been evaluated.
by

bv

There were no comments related to this observation.

End Investigator Whetstone.

OBSERVATION 3

Written specifications for laboratory controls do not include a desClt'iption of the sampling
procedures used.
Specifically, SOP
entitled
.
~ does not specify the amount of product to be removed from.~ach final product ..
sample to ensure a re resentative sample is collected. The SOP states
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. . £1:

2510184

EI Start:

0511912009

EI End:

06104/2009

In addition, the SOl es not des~ribethe directionslr~qlllirell11en s r mlxmg t e
sample to ensure a homogenous mixture is consistently obtained prior to analysis.

b~

b4

Please note that this observation relates to Observation # 1.

Reference: 21 CFR 21 1. 160(b)(1)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance and Discussion with Management:

This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.

10.,.

, According to Mr. BoJ.1illa, final product
, as follows:
" ""

"'~~

, 'btJ

bt
.
Later
Mr. Bonilla corrected his previous statement regarding theamount of sample that is taken from each
.,'"
contained, after discussion with the laboratory staff, and confirmed that
"
I pointed out to Mr. Bonilla that the SOP oes not specify the required
vo
e 0 e. removed from each container or instructions for mixing of the sample to ensure a
homogeneous m{xture is achieved prior to analysis. According to Mr. Bonilla the staff indicated that
the sample requirements are verbally communicated during training.
Mr. Bonilla indicated that the SOP would be revised.

End Investigator Whetstone.

OBSERVATION 4

The written stability testing program is not followed.
•~ny, the firm failed t?
. . . - . at, the

~est T

lenol Anergy Complete Multisymptomgeltabs, lot #
in accordance with study~This lot

390f49
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J.·EI:
EI Start:

05119/2009

EI End:

06/04/2009

2510184

represented the annual stability testing to support batches manufactured during production
year 2005.

Reference: 21 CFR 211.166(a)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance:
This portion ofthe report was written by Chemist Pyramides.

This observation originated through a review of Out Of Specification (OOS) Laboratory
Investigation, nllIl1ber
This batch of product, Tylenol Allergy Coniplete Multisymptom b It
Geltabs, Lot
as an expiry of 36 months. This finished dosage form lot was the only.
btl
batch put on stability for this production year and represent
. atchesofthe same dosa e form btl
manufactured duriri ·;The..batclmunibers.are
'~H

for this product for

instead

.61

hy

The firms Quality Assurance group first became aware of the error during the compilation of
stability results for their annual product review for this dosage form. The annual product review
required the 36 month stability data to support the expiry for this batch and the other twenty batches.

ould meet specifications at expiry. The firm also considered a
batch of product with similar, but not the same, granulation which had a different coating and made
statements that the other batch met specifications at expiry and batch
which is subject of
this 483 observation would meet specifications. Exhibit GP#l is a copy 0 t e investigation and
associated data, statistical models and summaries of analysis.

b l}

There were no systems in place at that time to prevent the firms Quality Assurance Unit or the firms
Quality Control Laboratory from catching this error. The firm's Quality Control Laboratory is
directly under the Quality Assurance Unit.
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2510184

.LEI:
EI Start:

05/19/2009

EIEnd:

06/04/2009

The firm put in place procedural corrective measures that are expected to prevent this type oferror
from recurring. The corrective measures have been in place for approximately one year.

End Chemist Pyramides.

QUALITY SYSTEM

OBSERVATION 5

PJrOcedll.llres describilIllg the handlilIllg of ann wrirtelIll alIlld oral complaints regairdilIllg a drug
prodll.llct are not followed.
SpecitfitcaUy,no batch review for QlI.llanitty NotillcatiolIlls (QN) was perlormed as part of the.
complailIllt (Complaint ISslI.lle Report #
investi anon in response to the
. }
." .
elIll's TylenolPlus Cold amlLColl.ll ~,]) e-Free
-;.('
•
'4·
,/ received OlIll
.4 oz. as re lI.llired by SOP
. entitled'
~
due to the fact tha omplailIllt
was classified as alIll Adverse .
Event olIllly.llIll addition, dll.llrilIllg the mSpeCtimll, a review of the complaint database revealed.
additional instalIllces of' ' , "
,. complamts that had!. been closed witholl.llt complete
investigation performed
amts were closed witholl.llt perlormilIllg' ~atch QN reviews alIlld
ecomplailIllts were close wfttholl.ll1t performmg trelIlld data analysis).
~.

.',

: Reference: 21 CFR 211.198(a)
supporting Evidence and Relevance and Discussion with Management:

This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.
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. . EI:

. 2510184

EI Start:

05/19/2009

EI End:

06/04/2009

let

.
Quality Investigators at t l~.i Mc e1 sItes use:
to ocument ,~ tI-
investigations o{PQC'sand evaluations of Adverse Events. All Adverse Events ,are evaluated by
Quality to ensure there is no potential quality or design issue associated with the reported event.
Adverse Events are also forwarded from t h . t o the Benefit Risk Management (BRM). BRM is
a J&J Company with a local office in Horsham, PA, who is responsible for the medical review,
follow-up and filing of Adverse Events with FDA. BRM physicians determine the seriousness of an
Adverse Event and file
reports to FDA in cases deemed serious. BRM is also responsible for
safety surveillance of Mc eil products. BRM will refer Adverse Events to QA at McNeil FW or
respective sites if the review of the case determines there is a need for a quality investigation. QA
forwards the results of quality investigations requested by BRM back to BRM for closure of the file
at BRM. For McNeil sites, follow-up to the consumer regarding the results of a quality investigation , /
is hanelled by QA. Follow-up regarding an Adverse Event is handled by McNeil Medical Affairs
andiorBRM:
Durin m:,review of complaints. from
it was noted that Complaint Issue'Report
xhibit HLJW-19) received 0
. nto Children's Tylenol Plus Cold and Cough
Dye-Free Grape 4 QZ. was classified as a
complaint by .McNeil Quality
Investigators. The complaint was. closed'Yithout performmg the batch revi~w and trend data
. . . . .uir.edpe..r soP ,
..
,
"·effective
Matusovsky, all
incomplete "lack 0 e· ec com aint investi ations under
investigation revealed that, out of
."
that ha been dosed with OU .camp ete inw::stigation
performed
complaints were closed without performing batch QN reviews
d~mplaints
were closecl without performing trend data analysis).
.,

an.

""

End Investigator Whetstone.

OBSERVATION 6

There is a failure to thoroughly review the failure of a batch or any of its components to meet
any of its specifications whether or not the batch has been already distributed.
SpecificaUy, the firm did not perform a thorough investigation or any additional analytical
testing of ass?ciated lots related to the Diphenhydramine Content Uniformity, failure in
b
Benadryl Children'sJFastmel~Tablets - Grape, lot ~ The associated lots:
; +
_and~ were made during the same two-day campaign as the failed h
lot. The investigation'did not extend beyond a document review of the batch records and

t
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£1:

associated records and interviews of the operators.

Reference: 21 CFR 211.192
Supporting Evidence and Relevance and Discussion with Management:
This portion ofthe report was written by Chemist Pyramides.

This observation originated through a review of Out Of Specification (ODS) Laboratory
Investigationnumber-' This investigation involved the Diphenhydramine .
~ Benadryl Children's Fastmelt Tablets - Grape, Lot '" . ..., ,
GP#2isa copy of the Quality Control Laboratory Investigation ~2'
The firm manufactured.atches of product during a~campaign using the same
... il1g:r~dlents, equipment and operators. ~'batches in that campaign failed for _
_
chemical analysis. The firm did 110t conduct a thorough review of batches assoefated
with the failed batch. The investigation consisted of a paperwork review ofthe batch records and
interviews of the op~rators. All the operators interviewed stated that there was no difference
between the batches t h a t '
.' ,.
.The investigation could not
determine an
. Exhibit GP#2 10 of 14 describes the batches
made during this campaign.'

The firm did not perform any additional analytical testing or put the other~atches in question on
a stability program to monitor their behavior through direct analytical testing.
During discussions with the firm, I indicated that an expanded investigation to perform a close
examination of the other_products made during the same campaign should have been conducted.
During the 483 close-out meeting the firm presented additional analytical results of Content
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U~fornity

measurements for lot #
.. that met specification~ The firm took an additional
~nished dosage units and'tested each unit individually. The individual and pooled results
were presented iJi a summary. The results of this expanded testing met Content Uniformity for lot #
Exhibit GP#4 is a copy of the Content Uniformity summary results for lot

/

End C;hemist Pyramides.

REFUSALS
This section ofthe report was written·by Investigator Hoover.

There were no refusals encountered during this inspection.
End Investigator Hoover.

GENERAL DISCUSSION WITH MANAGEMENT
This section ofthe report was written by b7.vestigator Whetstone.

The following deficiencies were verbally discussed with the firm's management at the conclusion of
this inspection:
The current process of assigning temporary holds for products associated with
activities assigns the responsibility to the Manufacturing Team Leaders. In one instance, QN'
(Exhibit HLJW-22),
associated with
..
(Exhibit HLJW-23), were released prior to close-out of study on
and change
control
. "was closed on~(Exhibit HLJW-24). On 5/27/09, Mr. Hayes and'
Mr. Gringhold agre'ed to update the validation and verification protocols to include a notification to
scheduling of the last validation batch as well as the implementation of the tracking form.
(Exhibit HLJW-25), which involved the addition of the wrong
, it was noted that the corrective action identified in the investi ation did
batch of
not include updating the batch record to add an additional check of the·
..
. batch
information prior to charging. Mrs. Bond initiated a Change Control
Exhibit
. as
HLJW-26) to update the batch record to add a requirement to ensure the correct
been added to the mix tanlc prior to charging.
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During the inspection, it was noted that the firm does not perform a visual verification of the mix
tanlcs prior to charging of components. The cleaning verification is perfon::i:led at the control system.
A corrective action was initiated by Mrs.. Bond and provided to me.9Jl,5/?-7/q9. A draft version of
SOP . ~ .
", ,.
.
, . . ',. .
' " . ExhibitHLJW-26, Iotf
.' ...
. bd..
pg 2)
. ,
components. .
End Investigator Whetstone.
§A~LESCOLLECTED

This section ofthe report was written by Investigator Whetstone.

Documentation sample # 536243 was collected to document the interstate movement of Tylenol
Infants' Drop Dye Free Cherry Suspension, Lot,#.·
End Investigator Whetstone.

VOLUNTARY CORRECTIONS
This portion ofthe report was written by Investigator Hoover.

Corrections implemented by the firm in response to the deficiencies documented on the FDA Form
483, Investigational Observations and verbally discussed during the previous 2/2008 inspection were
evaluated during the current inspection. My review of these corrective actions was unremarkable in
that there were no apparent deficiencies observed.
End Investigator Hoover.

EXHIBITS COLLECTED
LMH Exhibits
1.
2.
3.

Fort Washington Plant Headcount (1 page);
Drug Firm Annual Registration Status printout (1 page);
List of Johnson & Johnson Corporate and Consumer Sector Office Locations (1 page);
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23.

List of addresses of McNeil Companies (1 page);
List of Johnson & Johnson Subsidiaries (9 pages);
List of countries where McNeil Consumer Healthcare does business (1 page);
List of addresses of Distribution Centers and Warehouse (1 page);
List of the products manufactured and / or packaged at the FW plant, (a.k.a. Product
Matrix), (3 pages);
List ofNDAlANDA that tie in Fort Washington (1 page);
List of "New Product Launches" (1 page);
Rypresentative labeling for Children's Motrin, Oral Suspension, 100 mg per 5 ml, 4 FI.
Oz., Berry Flavor (3 pages);
Representative labeling for Benadryl, Severe Allergy Plus, Sinus Headache, 20 caplets (3
pages);
Representative labeling for Children's Zyrtec Allergy, 1 mg / ml oral solution, 4 FI. Oz.,
Bubble Gum Syrup (3 pages);
Organizational Charts (10 pages);
List of Management Changes (1 page);
List of FW plant employees interviewed during this inspection and the corresponding
topic discussed (6 pages);
List of Major Equipment (4 pages);
Manufacturing Building, First Floor, Facility Floor Plan (1 page);
Microbiology Laboratory Floor Plan (1 page);
Analytical Laboratory Floor Plan (lpage);
.
Production Schedule of Solid Dose products for 5/17/09 - 5/24/09 (1 page);
.Table for cross-referencing granulation, bulk code, type, count, form, strength, Material
description, and fInished goods codes for Solid dose. (3 pages);
SOP
effective date
,. .
" . .~
. 16

24.
25.
26.

pages);
(1 page);
Production Schedule of packaging of Liquid products for
Table for cross-referencing material number,. description, aIld form for Li uids (2 pa es ;
SOP 20
.
..
,
. 'effective date
.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
,12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21. .
22.

\,

"

- ,-

b~

~

bt
1;.4
b'l
, )0

27.

HLJW Exhibits

1.

2.
3.
4.

f

':'Jy..

Children's Motrin Suspension Family Process Review (1 page);
Process Description for ~Children's Motrin Berry Suspension (3 pages); .'
Manufacturing Process Flow Diagram Zyrtec Sugar Free Syrup-Bubblegum Flavor.
- , ( 1 page);
Process Description for ~Zyrtec Sugar Free Syrup-Bubblegum flavor (5 pages);
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5.
6.
7.

~

'" bt

8.

/:;>~

.

9.
10.
11.
12.

1>1.f
t>4f

l?:f

13.

bt
part number

14.

t'" l[.
btL.

h~

15.

101-'
16.
17.

SOP
(11 pages);
SOp"
.. "
effective
. 9 pages);
:'"~~7'':''''
Compliant Issue Report
SOP·
_,j';',:""l.

18.
19.
20.

:~;~' ~ •. ,.~. ,~,.,..

"1t\-"

...

,. ':effective~

bI
• ~cI

;'-.

~.

hI#
W
;' M

.

PI'·
•

t

'."'
~.

4

b'f
bel

(4 pages);

b4

bif
J>t.'

21.
22.. '

~t

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

b«}

.3
"C'a

28.
29.

'r

pages);
Select pages from the manufacturing and packC}.ging batch record for Tylenol Infants
DYE-FREE Tylenol Suspension Drops-Cherry Flavor ~ (7 pages).
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~AcetaminoPhen
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Infant Drops; Children's Liquid (TYLENOL) ~~

GP Exhibits
1. Copy of the investigation and associated data, statistical models and summaries of analysis,
11 pages.
14 pages.
2. Copy of the Quality Control Laboratory Investigation
age.
failures from
3. Listing of th
4. Copy of the
ummary results for lot
2 pages.
5. Organizational charts for the Chemistry Laboratory, Ipage.
6. Schematic diagram of the purified generation room and the systems that are inside this room,
1 page.
7. Large schematic diagram of the entire building where the manufacturing operations, 1 page.
8. Copies of the R&D summaries of the studies and results, 5 pages.

ATTACHMENTS

(\)

J?~M~#'
. . . .that were covered during this inspecti~n;

@

Form FDA-482, Notice ofInspection, dateq 5/19/09;

@

Form: FDA-483, Inspectional Observations, dated 6/4/09.
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2510184
05/19/2009
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Q:\~~~

)11~rrr-

Vlada Matusovsky, Investigator

George Pyramides, Chemist

;:~ '-ft{r t,~J

t\ Clla- OO'-LLWtou )JI1\JQ.2;,-hE)J.=tor
Hala L. J. Whetstone, Investigator

"i'E!:
EI Start:

Linda M. Hoover, Investigator
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